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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3662977A1] A trampoline support frame (100) with bendable support legs comprises a frame (10) and a plurality of support legs (20). The
frame (10) comprises a plurality of support tubes (11), an in-frame space (13) and a plurality of connection posts (12). Each of the support legs (20)
comprises a bridging member (21), an operating sleeve (22) sleeved on the bridging member (21), a spring (23) and a post foot (24) arranged in the
operating sleeve (22), wherein the spring (23) is arranged in the operating sleeve (22). When each operating sleeve (22) is stressed to compress the
corresponding spring (23) to be separated from the connection post (12), each of the support legs (20) moves by a pivoting stroke (80) which allows
the support leg to be folded toward the in-frame space (13). Compared with the conventional trampoline support frame, the present invention has the
following characteristic: the operating sleeve (22) is matched with the spring (23), and the spring (23) is not subjected to severe deformation during
the implementation, so that the spring (23) is less prone to elastic fatigue. Further, the number of times the support legs (20) are stored is increased,
and the consumer has the best experience in use.
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